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BUDUCE AKTIVNOSTI
FUTURE ACTIVITIES

There are various types of platforms, large 
and small, which can be floated in the 
ocean. You can change the level of 
platforms  by a simple system of changing 
the amount of water inside the platform. 
This makes it possible to make various 
ways of use according to time and seasons. 
For example, in the summer if you make it 
sink into the sea, it becomes a pool for 
small children.In winter, you can enjoy a 
beautiful night scenery while lit up plat 
forms are floating on the sea. 

First, we do zoning of the ship and the Sea 
Culture area. The ship enters and exits from the 
entrance on the right. Considering that the flow 
of waves basically goes from the left to the right, 
the water is kept clean most and the Sea Culture 
area secured in the shallowest place. Platforms 
in various shapes, large and small drifting in the 
ocean produce various activities in the ocean.

In winter, a large platform is gathered on the shore. 
Small platforms are piled op on  land and it can be 
used as a bench etc. You can also enjoy the aother 
boat that still float on sea as a night view by lighting up.


